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** OUR PRODUCT LINES **

Whelen Engineering

Havis Equipment Corporation

Setina Manufacturing Company

For over 60 years, Whelen has grown to be
an industry leader in the manufacture of
emergency lighting and siren products.
Whelen boasts the largest design engineer
staff, state of the art production equipment
on site, and proud to be Manufactured in
America.

Havis has a legacy dating back over 80
years as a trusted manufacturer and
provider of mission critical equipment with
a focus on the customer. Havis provides a
complete line of products that maximize
mobile worker productivity with comfortable
solutions, built to the highest safety standards, with a focus on quality; Computing
and Mounting Systems, Prisoner and K-9
Transports, Auto Off and Anti Idle Systems.

Excellence in Engineering has been the
foundation for Setina for over 50 years.
Their dedication to the highest standards in
design and performance has made Setina
one of the most respected names in the
industry. Setina provides leading designs
in: Push Bumpers, Partitions, Window and
Door Protection Systems.

MNSTAR

Magnetic Mic

MNSTAR provides wiring standardization
for your whole fleet regardless of vehicle
category or type. MNSTAR’s wiring
harness provides standardization fleet
wide, easy plug & play technology, adaptability for new technology, specialized
equipment and traditional wiring needs.
Designed and built with pride in the USA

Magnetic Mic is a conversion kit for in-car
microphones that converts the existing
tongue and groove system to our innovative magnetic hang-up system. Reducing
risk and allowing the operator to keep their
eyes on the road.

Rockland Custom Cabinets

Panorama Antennas

Acari

Rockland Custom Cabinets is dedicated to
building your Command Cabinet to any
specifications. Command cabinets, storage
units, weapons cabinets and consoles;
choose from one of our standard
configurations or we will custom design a
cabinet to your specifications. Proud to be
Manufactured in the USA.

Panorama's Professional Mobile Radio
antennas are used by private networks,
utilities and emergency services around the
world. A leader in TETRA & P25, Panorama is the first choice for anything UHF,
VHF, GSM or Data. Product line includes
the Sharkee - a 4in1 shark fin style antenna
that will clean up your antenna layout and
provide superior performance.

Revolutionary drill-free solution for secure
mounting of accessories to truck cab.
Mount accessories such as warning lights,
antennas, work lights, etc. Eliminate lease
penalties, vehicle damage and exposed
wires. Acari Drill Free mounting solution
are vehicle specific. Mount kits are
available for most late model pickup trucks.

